
Stampwheel and Other Exciting Additions to
the Altenew Store

Revolutionize your stamping experience with the

multi-purpose Stampwheel!

Altenew is taking the crafting world by storm

upon releasing the Stampwheel, a

revolutionary stamping tool, alongside other

innovative products and ensembles.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA, March 24,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In the world of

paper crafting, Altenew has long been

known as a brand that provides high-

quality, unique, and versatile products.

This company has always exceeded the

expectations of crafters worldwide, and

their release for March 2023 is no

different. This month, they launched

another new collection of paper crafting

products, and it's not just any ordinary

release.

One of the highlights of this month's

release is Altenew's revolutionary

Stampwheel. This innovative product

offers a new stamping experience that will

amaze crafters. With its rotational grid system, Sticky Mat, and handy Stage, the Stampwheel is

designed to make stamping easier, more efficient, and more enjoyable. With its unique, one-of-a-

kind design, the Stampwheel allows crafters to create beautiful patterns and designs effortlessly,

This revolutionary tool was

thoughtfully designed to

provide a fun, unique, and

hassle-free way to stamp.”

Irick, Crafter

making it perfect for cardmaking, scrapbooking, and other

paper crafting projects.

Aside from the Stampwheel, Altenew's March release also

features unique designs that are sure to spark creativity

among crafters. From beautiful pandas to intricate zen

garden-themed arrangements, the new ensembles for

March offer various options for different preferences and

styles.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://altenew.com/?utm_source=ein_presswire&amp;utm_medium=newswire&amp;utm_campaign=3_24_23&amp;utm_id=press_release
https://altenew.com/products/stampwheel?utm_source=ein_presswire&amp;utm_medium=newswire&amp;utm_campaign=3_24_23&amp;utm_id=press_release


Don't miss out on the gorgeous array of products in

this month's Marvelous Monthly Series!

Add beautiful florals to your projects with the

stunning stamps, stencils, and dies from this month's

Build-A-Garden: Dancing Poppies!

"This release was inspired by East

Asian and Scandinavian interior design,

decor, and art. Each product ensemble

features a collection of products

designed to complement one another,

yet may also be mixed and matched.

Create a stunning project with flowers,

dragonflies, cranes, pandas,

mountains, and more!" says Altenew

Vice President of Product Development

Jennifer Rzasa, who is also excited

about releasing the Stampwheel.

"For the everyday crafter who wants a

quick, clever, & efficient way to stamp,

the Stampwheel is the perfect

companion in the craft room. Its multi-

use clear flip plate allows you to use

multiple stamp layers at once and

bring unique ideas to life instantly. This

revolutionary tool was thoughtfully

designed to provide a fun, unique, and

hassle-free way to stamp. With every

flip, you can enjoy consistent results

with minimal effort and maximum

creativity!"

As the paper crafting industry

continues to grow, more and more

crafters are looking for convenient and

hassle-free ways to create beautiful

projects. That's where Altenew comes

in - they've launched a new collection

of ensembles for March, making it

easier than ever for crafters to create

stunning projects without searching for

coordinating items.

The ensembles include everything

crafters need to complete a project,

from stamps and dies to embossing

folders and stencils. By offering a

comprehensive set of coordinated



products, Altenew has made it easy for crafters to achieve a cohesive and polished look in their

projects.

The new collection is also incredibly diverse, offering something for everyone regardless of their

crafting level or personal style. Whether customers prefer mountain sceneries or lovely florals,

they will surely find inspiration in this release, allowing them to create projects that are both

unique and eye-catching.

Altenew's commitment to quality and innovation is evident in this new collection of products,

especially its March 2023 subscriptions. This paper crafting company’s Marvelous Monthly Series

is always highly anticipated by its fans, and this month’s collection did not disappoint. The

stunning selection of stamps, dies, stencils, and embossing folders is a testament to Altenew's

goal of providing high-quality and versatile products that inspire creativity.

The latest release from Altenew's Paint-A-Flower collection has caused quite a stir among

crafters. This month's Paint-A-Flower features the Magnolia Grandiflora, and customers can't get

enough of this stunning stamp set! The Magnolia Grandiflora is a popular flower symbolizing

beauty, purity, and perseverance. With the outline stamp's beautiful design, crafters can create

projects that capture the essence of the Magnolia Grandiflora and color it with their favorite

mediums.

Altenew has surprised crafters again with their latest release, the Craft Your Life Project Kit:

Delicate Garden. What sets this kit apart is that it has everything crafters need in one package.

The kit features products that feature delicately drawn flowers that capture every turn and fold

of the petals and leaves. The kit also includes 19 large, bold greetings with accompanying

sentiments that perfectly complement the art style of the set. With the lovely coordinating

stamps, dies, stencils, and embossing folders included, there's no need to search for matching

items. The Craft Your Life Project Kit: Delicate Garden indeed has it all!

Altenew’s popular Build-A-Garden: Dancing Poppies also packed something special for crafters

this month. This Dancing Poppies set features four gorgeous poppies, complemented by sweet

sentiments, making it a must-have for any crafter looking to add some dynamic blooms to their

projects. Crafters will love the versatility of this stamp set, as it can be used in various ways.

Another one of this New York-based company's standout products is its layering floral die sets,

and this month's release is no exception. The latest addition to the collection is the Craft-A-

Flower set featuring stunning Southern Magnolias, complete with two Magnolia blooms

accompanied by five lovely leaves. With its easy-to-use layering design, this die set allows crafters

to create beautiful and realistic floral arrangements in no time. It's no wonder why Altenew

crafters are raving about this latest addition to their crafting arsenal.

Crafters who love adding a touch of cuteness to their paper crafting projects have long been fans

of the Mini Delight stamps and dies from Altenew. This month's release is sure to delight them



even more with the charming Mini Delight: Café Au Lait Dahlia set. This adorable set features a

silhouette of a dahlia with two leaves. With so many possibilities for creating unique and eye-

catching designs, it's easy to see why this Mini Delight set is coveted by paper crafting

enthusiasts.

The Spark Joy subscription plan may still be relatively new, but it's already making waves in the

crafting world. This month's addition to the collection is the Spark Joy: Sweet Strawberries set,

featuring a hot foil plate and stencil set showcasing a lovely arrangement of strawberries. Perfect

for crafters who love experimenting with hot foiling, this versatile set offers endless

opportunities for creating stunning designs. 

Altenew is a true haven for paper crafters and artists of all skill levels. With new and innovative

designs being released each month, their products' creative potential is truly boundless. With

each release, this company continues to push the boundaries of what's possible in the world of

paper crafting, ensuring that there's always something new and exciting to discover. 

Established in April 2014, Altenew strives to bring elegant, natural, and versatile designs to paper

crafting products. Altenew knows that the personal, delicate touches of a handmade card or

scrapbook page can bring joy to the most important people in your life, and it is proud to create

products that help inspire creative projects and one-of-a-kind handmade creations. 
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